Primary students, grades Kinder to Third, need a digital classroom where technology is seamlessly integrated everyday. Technology is a highly motivating, interactive tool that can be used to personalize students' instruction according to their learning styles, interests, and readiness. Web resources and digital media help shape and deliver instruction to meet the needs of all students, while assisting in the improvement of student thinking and understanding. They also provide platforms for research and presentation products. Web resources and digital media improve communication and collaboration so that students can extend their learning and soar to new heights.

My redefined classroom lets students create, collaborate, connect, and go places that we used to only dream of. In it, I integrate and model online safety and digital citizenship on a daily basis. As a Kindergarten and First Grade teacher, I will show you the many tools that my students and I use on a regular basis. Come see how I have redefined my primary classroom and learn how you can redefine yours.

Outline of presentation: (Each will include examples/lessons from my classroom setting)
1. Intro (5 min)
2. Tweet the daily happenings (5 min)
3. Video & slideshow maker (5 min)
4. Digital story making (5 min)
5. QR codes - Hear my words! (5 min)
6. Coding (5 min)
7. Blogging (5 min)
8. Animate it! (5 min)
9. Social bookmarking made easy! (5 min)
10. Interactive poster (5 min)
11. Google Apps for Education (5 min)
12. Q & A (5 min)

Also presented at **Tech & Learning Live @ Long Beach 2015, ISTE EdTekHub** Published Article 10/7/14  
**Help the littlest learners share their work in 5 easy steps**, workshops and presentations with colleagues at current school district, one of the top six winners in **ISTE 2012 Passion Based Learning Video Contest**, obtained a degree of **Masters of Science in Education – Instructional Media** from Wilkes University Online Instructional Media Masters Program, obtained **Leading Edge Certification** for Blended and Online Learning, have been teaching young learners (PreK, Kindergarten, & First Grade) for 25 years.